Lakeview Golf Course 18-Hole Re-Opening
August 29th, 2022

Lakeview’s newly restored hole #17 as seen from our updated tee deck.

We are pleased to announce the re-opening of our full 18-hole Lakeview Golf Course beginning Monday,
August 29, 2022. Golfers can begin booking their tee-time 7 days in advance on Monday, August 22
starting at 9pm. Our regular 18-hole green fee rates will be in effect.
The city of Mississauga has now completed the restoration works for the Applewood Creek corridor
within the Lakeview Golf Course. Improvements to the creek include a more natural winding alignment,
improvements to golf holes along the creek corridor, and new cart path bridges over the creek.
Benefits of this remediation work include:
-

Improved stability and environmental health of the watercourse
Improves fish habitat and fish passage

-

Maintains or improves the hydraulic capacity of the creek, and protects nearby property and
infrastructure
Enhances the golf course layout, improving playability, while maintaining or enhancing the
heritage characteristics of the course

Golf Course architect Cam Tyers designed and managed the restoration of the golf holes adjacent to the
creek. Cam’s love of golf history and golf course architecture was important for this project given the
rich history and heritage designation of Lakeview Golf Course.
These improvements include:









Hole 1 - rebuilt tees, with a new elevated tee similar to the original 1921 design
Hole 5 – increased presence of Applewood Creek to the left of the landing area and restored
bunkers
Hole 6 – relocated middle and back tees
Hole 8 – regraded fairway and new forward tees
Hole 13 – rebuilt and enhanced tee deck
Hole 16 – reconfigured fairway and expanded green, relocated cart path, and all new tees
Hole 17 – restoration of the upper hole to its original 1921 Herbert Strong design, including an
enlarged green and bunkers, as well as removal of the alternate lower hole and irrigation pond
Hole 18 – relocated tees and reconfigured fairway, while preserving the heritage of the hole

We hope you enjoy the new course and creek enhancements, and that these updates further improve
your golf experience when playing Lakeview Golf Course.
For more information about the Applewood Creek restoration please visit the project website:
https://www.mississauga.ca/projects-and-strategies/environmental-assessments/applewood-creekerosion-control-lakeview-golf-course/

